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In this paper, the question of the MECO event is addressed by focusing on its preservation
(potential diagenetic overimprint) in the South-Pyrenean Foreland Basin (SPFB). This
peculiar environment offers a potential high-resolution climate record in a region
characterized by its high sedimentation rate. Despite a few discrepancies concerning
d13Ccarbpeaks, major climate signals are preserved. By highlighting processes occurring in
a foreland basin, this study provides a complementary approach for the MECO event to
previous works only based on deep-sea records.

Scientific interest 

In my opinion, the present manuscript is good. The paper is well written and considerable
care has been taken to check that isotopic trends were not disturbed. Consequently this
paper will be a useful resource for the community.

Recommendation: minor revisions



 

section 5. 2. The major issue concerns the lack of interpretations for d18O fluctuations
(and to a lesser extent this comment can be also applied to the d13Ccarb). Most of the time,
this section only contains descriptions of isotopic trends without giving quantitative
estimates about the MECO deduced from data presented in the section 4.

lines 467-469 and 497-499. To my understanding, one of the main findings of the MS
seems to be the significant increase of erosion and sediment transport during the MECO.
However the figure 11 clearly shows a sedimentation rate held constant through time
(pre/syn/post-MECO). This point deserves more attention.

Lines 500-501. A such increase of the hydrological cycle during the MECO should, by its
action on the weathering (and the alkalinity delivered), inhibit the ocean acidification
process (or the authors assume that the acidification takes place in the early stage of the
MECO before the enhancement of the hydrological cycle ?). Consequently the authors
should reword some of their points mentioned as potential implications (section 5.5) to be
consistent with their results.

Figure 3 (caption) Where are the grey lines mentioned in the caption ?

lines 366 and 368: please do not mix r and r2
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